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Thanks to all the speakers and to 
  the participants for interesting discussion! 



C. Virtue 



A variety of technologies needed to access  
   all of the flux! 

C. Virtue 
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N. Jachowicz 



Neutrino-nucleus cross-section calculations 

Spectra differential in  
nuclear excitation energy 

Angular information: 
 very useful! 

Note from an experimentalist:  it would be extremely  
  valuable to have information on differential product spectra,  
   to help evaluate detector response to a given neutrino flux 

“It’s the nucleus’ responsibility, not the neutrino’s” 
   ... can some experts help make the nucleus 
          take some responsibility? 

N. Jachowicz 



N. Jachowicz 

Use measured detector response to beta beams 
 (with spectra tunable by boost) to disentangle 
  neutrino spectra independent of details  
   of nuclear response 



being commissioned now.. 
operational by end of year! 

*~50% efficiency 

Modest signal (>1987A!)... but future upgrades possible C. Virtue 



New SK SN relic limit 

Need further bg reduction 

decay 
electrons 
from sub-
Cherenkov 
threshold 
atmospheric
-neutrino- 
induced 
muons 
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Study of potential atmospheric bg reduction by Gd tag 
     of inverse beta decay: well underway! 

M. Sakuda 
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νx  spectral  
information 

A. Ianni 
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W. Fulgione 

A great achievement!! 



W. Fulgione 

Future Possibilities for LVD 

+ Gd doping 



G. Tsiledakis 
Potential SN detection channel: 
   few events/ton @ 10 kpc 



G. Tsiledakis 

Novel idea for detection:  
  potentially very low energy threshold 



A. Dighe 

Some final thoughts: 

Particle physics 

Note:in the US, the 
physicists, and the 
funding agencies, 
who will build the 
detectors care about 
this... and 
lab measurements 
could take some time 

very 
important! 



Are signatures really robust? 
What could we actually infer given an 
  actual neutrino signal?   What physics 
  questions could be answered crisply? 

How do we optimize detectors to be sensitive 
   to the cleanest physics signatures? 
 (argon vs water vs scint,  energy threshold, siting ...) 

A ‘blind fake signal’ to challenge the community? 
   ... something to think about 

  Understanding of detector response, 
   and observability of physics signatures  
   is critical for design (and funding) of 
   the next generation of detectors 


